In order to confirm the existence of a first-order melting transition for a classical many-body system 1)f hard spheres and to discover the densities of the coexisting phases, we have made a Monte Carlo deter mination of the pressure and absolute entropy of the hard-sphere solid. We use these soUd-phase thermo dynamic properties, coupled with known fluid-phase data, to show that the hard-sphere solid, at a density of 0.74 relative to close packing, and the hard-sphere fluid, at a density of 0.67 relative to close packing, satisfy the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions of equal pressure and chemical potential at constant temperature. To get the solid-phase entropy, we integrated the Monte Carlo pressure-volume equation of state for a "single-occupancy" system in which the center of each 'hard sphere was constrained to occupy its own private cell. Such a system is no different from the ordinary solid at high density, but at low density its entropy and pressure are both lower. The difference in entropy he tween an unconstrained system of particles and a constrained one, with one particle per cell, is the so-called "communal entropy," the deter mination of which has been a fundamental problem in the theory of liquids. OurMonte Carlo meastuf'ments show that communal entropy is nearly a linear function of density, 1. INTRODUCTION that the disordered fluid phase must be thermodynami cally unstable, with respect to the solid, at high enough There has been little trustworthy theoretical progress density. The machine experiments 3 in which many toward locating a transition lor hard spheres. The body systems of hard spheres were simulated on a fast approximations necessary before numbers can be computer indicated that an order--disorder transition extracted from fundamental theories make the results did occur near a 15% linear expansion from close suspect. On experimental grounds, however, the packing. evidence for a hard-sphere phase transition is persuasive.
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The computer experiments 4 have so far provided the Bridgman's pioneering high-pressure measurements of only quantitative information for hard spheres in the the melting line! convinced him that at sufficiently high transition region. Although the hard-sphere systems pressure molecules of any "shape" would crystallize. studied were too small for the solid and fluid phases to His work indicated that repulsive forces, even working coexist together, both phases could be generated alone, could produce an ordered solid if the usual "glue" separately and, at constant pressure, differed in density of attractive forces holding the solid together were by about 10%. Thus, unless the disordered phase were replaced by external pressure. Rice later found that always stable; a first-order transition would have to link when glass spheres were randomly thrown together the the two. density did not exceed about 85% of the theoretical From thermodynamics we know that, at any pressure density for the crystalline solid. 
Fro. 1. A sample configuration of a 72-disk single-occupancy
Two of the disks have been shaded to show that even with restriction of the center of each disk to its own cell, particles occupying second-neighbor cells can interact.
and temperature, the phase with lowest chemical potential will be stabJe. Pressure is just a momentum flux and can be directly measured for any state. It is not so easy to calculate chemical potential in a computer experiment. This difficulty arises because the entropy, a part of the chemical potential, is not a "dynamical variable." That entropy is not a function of co ordinates and velocities which can be time or phase averaged.
and chemical potential must be measured relative to a "standard state" by integrating along a reversible path joining the standard state to the state of Of course, if one could estimate the entropy accurately, a priori, this would take the place of a measurement; in practice, however, intuitive guesses of entropy are too crude, often being in error by '""'-'Nk or so, which is the of the difference in entropy between solid and
We previously suggested a way of measuring the solid-phase entropy for hard-sphere systems, using com puter experiments. 5 The present paper describes the results of those experiments. Our idea was to calculate the thermodynamic properties, both pressure and en tropy, for a constrained "single-occupancy" system of hard spheres. Because a three-dimensional system is 5 W. G. He,over a~q f. H. Ree, J. Chern. 47,4873 (1961). hard to depict graphically, the simpler two-dimensional hard-disk single-occupancy system is shown instead in Fig. 1 . The whole volume is divided up into similar "Wigner-Seitz" cells and the center of each particle is restricted to stay within its own cell. This system behaves like a solid at high density, when the root mean-squared displacement of a particle from the center of its cell is small with respect to the cell width. At low density the svstem represents an artificial extension of the solid. In 'the absence of the cell boundaries such a solid would he either metastable or unstable.
Besides verifying the reality of the three-dimensional hard-sphere transition, we also carried out the same kind of calculation for two-dimensional hard disks, for which Alder and Wainwright have already6 located the phase transition. Our results show that the two states joined a van der Waals loop in the Alder-Wainwright equation of state do have the same chemical potential, and are therefore in thermodynamic equilibrium.
In our single-occupancy extension of the solid to low density, we do not allow the density lluctuations which characterize fluids. Exactly the same kind of unrealistic restriction has long been adopted,7 for sake of expe diency, in formulating approximate theories of the liquid phase. In these approximate "cell-model" treat ments, "liquid" particles were constrained to occupy individual cells and, to make further progress possible, their motions in these cells were ultimately taken independent of each other. Since the symmetry and long-range order of a solid are obviously inappropriate to a liquid it Vlras na tuml to wonder-How bad will the results be?
For a short time it was hoped tha.t simply adding an entropy Nk to the cell-model entropy would be enough to convert the cell-model "liquid" to a realistic liquid. This hope was born when it was noticed that the entropy gained by an ideal if partitions dividing its container into N singly cells are destroyed, was about the same as the experimental of melting,S .--Nk. Rice's valid objectionS that the entropy of melting depends strongly on pressure demolished these simple ideas. Evidently melting is more complicated than the ideal-gas model suggested. Therefore the difference in entropy between the fluid unconstrained and the constrained system, with cells, can come in slowly as density is reduced from the density. This entropy difference has consistently called the commzmal entropy by various workers,8-l0 although Kirkwood's rigorous definition of the term did not come until 15 years after its introduction. 10 We have studied 3611 MELTING TRANSITION FOR HARD SPHERES -exactly the same system Kirkwood incorporated into his mathematical definition. We find that the communal entropy is a nearly linear function of density, just as in the one-dimensional hard-core caseY Up to about two thirds of the close-packed density, the results for hard spheres, hard disks, and hard rods are all very nearly alike.
An interesting property of the three-dimensional single-occupancy system is that it can exhibit mechanical instability (very large compressibility). The unre stricted solid phase, on the other hand, ordinarily melts due to thermodynamic instability; Le., it dissolves in a liquid which has slightly lower chemical potentiaL In our single-occupancy system we prolong the life of the solid phase to densities so low that the mechanical instability can be seen. At that point only the cell walls prevent the unstable solid from shaking itself The difference between mechanical and instability is clearcut in this case. Frenke11 2 IOllljJH,O.'>i"C;U that melting is thermodynamic and does not upon a. meclumism characteristic of the solid alone.
In Sec. III we tabulate all of our pressure and data for hard-sphere and hard-disk systems of particles. We try to make our extrapolation to infinite systems plausible, and we discuss the assumptions and errors inherent in our work. In Sec. IV our results are summarized and some of their implications are out.
II. LOCATION OF THE MELTING TRANSITION
Even in large of macroscopic size and other metastable states are encountered. In the theo retical "infinite system" fluctuations sufficiently large to annihilate the metastable states are always available. In systems of finite size, especially the small ones which can be treated on a computer, both the region over which metastable phases can occur, and the time for 'which they persist, can be large. Precisely these diffi culties have complicated the search for the hard-sphere phase transition in small systems.
The machine showed that over a range of densities it was possible to generate either the fluid or the solid phase on the computer. Most nms were started from a crystal, obviously unstable at low enough at densities less than two-thirds of the dose-packed this solid would melt sponta neously but sometimes only after many thousands of collisions per particle. In rare cases the fluid would evidently freeze again. metastable into the low-density region where it was unstable thermodynamically.
Due to the nature of a fluid's structure it is not easy to invent an unbiased initial condition for a fluid run. In practice the fluid was extended to higher and higher densities by gradually increasing the particle diameter in a system that was initially in the fluid phase. Under these conditions the system did not crystallize; instead a high-pressure high-density glassy extension of the fluid isotherm was generated. Since the two curves which could be generated on a pressure-volume plot, the fluid and solid isotherms, were separated by about 10% in density, a first-order phase transition between the two, at some seemed likely. The problem was to locate of the coexisting phases. Only a thermodynamic comparison of chemical poten tials of the two phases could settle this point.
In the fluid phase both the pressure and the entropy are known. Up to two-thirds of dose-packing, the pressure and entropy are given within 1% and O.OlNk, respectively, by various approximate expressions based on the vidal series, so-called "Pade approximants." In the solid phase the pressure is now knOVVll quite well,13 and by integration the in the solid phase is also known, except for an constant. It is this additive constant which is crucial. In the pictorial terms of the cell theory this constant the size of the free volume in units of the free We determined this entropy constant by extending the solid phase through its region of metastability and on to low density. In the hard-sphere case each was confined to a Wigner--Seitz ceH of a face-centered cubic lattice. The sides of these dodecahedral cells are pieces of planes drawn midway between nearest-neighbor lattice sites and perpendicular to the line these lattice sites. For hard disks the geometry the hexagonal Wigner-Seitz cells can be seen in Aside from the restriction that center of each sphere was not allowed to leave its cell, the calculation of the pressure proceeded just as in the usual Monte Carlo hard-sphere calculations. a "
We measured (aSjaV)N,T= up to three-fourths the close-packed density (which we found to be safely within the stable solid phase) and then integrated from the known low-density limit to establish the value of the previously unknown entropy constant in the solid, with an expected error of O.01SNk. Now, knowing the entropy in the solid phase, we could calculate the transition pressure and the densities of the coexisting phases. We found that for hard spheres in the thermodynamic limit the equilibrium pressure is to the close-packed density are O. 736±O.003 (solid) and O.667±O.003 (fluid). The fluid density seems to agree well with Ross and Alder's empirical rule I4 that the fluid side of the tie line should be associated with the highest density at which the solid melts in computer experiments.
If instead of llsing me(isured solid-phase thermo, dynamic properties, the Lennard-Jones-Devonshire cell model for the solid phase were used, then the predicted transition pressure would have been slightly too IOW. 15 If Kirkwood's self-consistent theoryI6 or Rice's estimate 2 for the entropy constant were used, then the pressure would have been grossly in error.
In order to the consistency of the previous machine calculations with ours, we also investigated the two-dimensional single-occupancy hard-disk system. Since with 870 disks Alder and Wainwright had already found a van del' Waals loop linking the solid and fluid states, we wanted to calculate independently the chemical potential of the two states linked by their tie line to check that their van der Waals loop linked together equilibrium states of the system. The test was passed. 17 A second reason for interest in the hard-disk single occupancy system is that long-wavelength density fluctuations are more important in two dimensions than in three, so that the restriction of particles to cells might conceivably reduce the entropy of the solid phase in two dimensions. It is evident from our results that the entropy lost in this way is at most O.OllYk. Our single occupancy equation of state in two dimensiolls joills smoothly onto that which Alder and Wainwright measured without the single-occupancy restriction.
Aside from possible errors in our extrapolation from systems of a few hundred particles to the hypothetical "innnite" system, there is one effect which we have consciously ignored: the thermody-namic effect of vacancies. In the equilibrium solid phase, at any density, some fraction of the crystal's lattice sites will be empty. Although not strictly zero, the fraction is small. As soon as the free energy of vacancy formation exceeds SSI?T, the average number of vacancies in a mole of crystal would be (6X 10 23 )e-50 , less than one.
14 M. Ross and ll. J, Alder, Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 1077 Letters 16, (1966 The vagueness of the communal entropy dellnitions prior to Kirkwood's time cansed some interesting mis understandings. 20 The term was introduced by Hirsch felder, Stevenson, and Eyring. s They proyided no operational definition of communal entropy, referring only to an entropy Nk due to "communal sharing of the volume," which sharing occurs in the liquid, but not the solid. . Rice's communal entropy2 is \vell defined for hard particles without short-range attractive forces and represents the difference in entropy between an un constrained N-body system, and a .constrained system in which not only the centers, but also the leading edges, of the hard particles must within the cells. Rice 21 expected that the solid phase would have a communal entropy nearly equal to 3Nk.
Kirkwood's communal entropy is precisely defined for any kind of force law. He compares two many-body systems, the nrst unconstrained, the second restricted to have the center of each particle within its cel1. l0 It is exactly this restricted system which we are studying, and so it is Kirkwood's communal entropy that we calculate. J8 D. R. Squire and \V. G. Hoover, BulL Am. Phys. Soc, 12, 19Z (1967) . 19 This result follows from the work of F. H. Stillinger, Z. W, SaJsburg, and R. L, Kornegay, J. Chem. Phys. 43, 932 (1965 955 (1936) ] of the partition function for a dimensional hard-rod system. Tonks' r8sult shows that for one-dimensional the actual entropy is greater than that of a cell system by It should be emphasized that the cells Rice had in mind constrain not just the centers of the particles, but also the leading edges. Rice expected that since motions in the x, 'Y, and z directions are to a first approximation independent the communal entropy in three dimensions would be 3Nk to a system with edge-constraining ceUs. The interference however, from negligible, At high density the hard-sphere "Will""",'" entropy" envisioned by Rice is ~.ctually ahout 1.86Nk,
So long as we are interested only in classical systems, the momentum distribution does not depend upon whether or not we constrain our particles with cells. The momenta contribute only a multiplicative factor of (27rmkT)DN/2 to the classical canonical partition function in D dimensions. The remaining factor in the partition function is the integration over the coordi nates of all N particles, rAT, of the Boltzmann factor exp( 'P/kT) , where q, is the total potential energy of the system, a function of rN. In our hard-sphere case exp ( -'P/k T) is either zero or one for every configura tion. The integral over coordinates is the configurational integral, denoted by QN,
For an ideal gas q, is zero whenever all N particles lie within their container, of volume V, and the configura tional integral is VN/!V!, rv(Ve/N)N for N. The configurational Helmholtz free energy is denoted by A.
Now the configurational integral (1) contains all configurations, crystalline, fluid, and intermediate, which the N particles can assume. If we restrict ourselves to only those configurations for which the particles form a given lattice we obtain a smaller configurational integraL We make such a restriction by constructing a network of Wigner-Seitz cells centered on the lattice sites of a perfect face-centered cubic crystal. Any con figuration which has one particle in each of these cells
where (piPo) is the density relative to the close-packed density. At the opposite extreme, high density, where vacancies are squeezed out and the root-mean-squared displacement of a particle from its most likely position is small (at least in three dimensions 22 ) the communal entropy is zero. Little theoretical progress has been made toward calculating the communal entropy at interesting liquid phase densities. This is because such a calculation entails comparing two different iV-body problems, both of which are intractable analytically, except in the relatively simple one-dimensional case. 23 Modern com puting machinery, more efficient than a previous 22 See Sec, 4 of Chap, 3 in Frenkel's boob:: Ref. 12 for a lucid discussion of the diverging mean-square displacement found for onc-and two-dimensional "solid" phases. 
FOR H A R D S P H ERE
At densities so low that the ideal-gas values are suffi ciently accurate, the communal entropy is Nk. At slightly higher densities, up to about one-tenth of close packing, it is worthwhile to use the series expansions generated by a Mayer f-function expansion,5 simulation of the N-body problem,24 makes the iV-body problems tractable. One obtains the pressure--volullle equations of state by differentiating the two configurational integrals, (1) and (2), with respect to volume. Using Green's tech nique 25 of introducing dimensionless variables to simplify the differentiation, one finds, for the single occupancy system
The number density N /V is indicated by p, and gso indicates the probability of finding two particles in contact, relative to that in an ideal gas at the same density. Then we integrate to find Qso,
Since it is easier to write a Monte Carlo program than a dynamic one, and since dynamics has no advantages, except possibly at very high densityp we have used Monte Carlo simulation throughout, setting up the "ystems with periodic boundaries and confining each particle's center to its own cell.
Our calculation is the same as that Wood ably describes 26 for the system without walls, except for tw~ MELTING TRANSITION -.. differences. We reject any move which would take a sphere (disk) outside its dodecahedral (hexagonal) cell. We also ignore, in some of the three-dimensional calculations, the possibility of overlaps between spheres occupying third nearest-neighbor cells. Such overlaps are mathematically possible, for all densities greater than 0.19245po. Since these interactions can certainly be ignored in the solid phase, the value of Qso obtained in the solid is independent of whether or not third neighbor interactions are included. Nevertheless we undertook to assess their importance by making a complete equation of state determination for 32 spheres including third-neighbor interactions. The isotherm showed no statistically significant change (see Table I ). Fairly extensive data including third-neighbor inter actions for 500 spheres are also included ill Table I . In the hexagonal close-packed lattice, which we did not investigate, not only the third neighbors, but also the fourth and fifth neighbors can interact at high enough density.
We investigated systems of 32, 108, 256, and 500 hard spheres as well as 12, 72, and 780 hard disks. 28 Most of our data were accumulated at densities greater than half of close-packing because at lower densities the 2' The hard-sphere systems were an cubic in shape with the usual periodic boundaries. The 72 disk system is composed of 8 rows of 9 disks each, the ratio of height to width of the system being (4/9)v3 =0.76980; the 780-disk system is composed of 30 rows of 26 disks each the ratio of height to width being (15/26)\"3 = 0.99926. (8) in the text. This describes the hard-sphere fluid accurately over the density range for which the fluid phase is stable. The column headed single occupancy gives the result of numerical integration of the data listed in Table  I , using Eq. (6) of the te.'{t. The communal entropy is the differ ence between the first two columns except in the two-phase region. The expected error in the last two columns is 0.015 at the highest density given. number dependence is not statistically significant. Indeed in the low-density single-occupancy system [(Pso/pkT) -1J can be shown to be independent of the number of particles. By contrast in the unconstrained system (P/ pkT) -1 lies below the infinite-svstem limit by a factor (lV-l)/N. . Our lowest density data agree quantitatively with the theoretical lV-independent expansion of P.o, Pso/pkT= 1+2.30940(p/PO)S!2 (disks) 1 +4.44288 (p/Po) 4/:; (spheres). (7) Figures 2 and 3 show that both the sphere and the disk single-occupancy isotherms lie surprisingly close to the fluid-phase isotherms. The sphere and disk results differ qualitatively from each other, however. The sphere results suggest a cusp in the single-occupancy isotherm at a 60% expansion from close-packing. The cusp occurs at the density at which the cell walls begin to be important in holding the crystal together. At this "cusp" the solid becomes mechanically unstable; without the cell walls it would rapidly disintegrate. A theory of melting based only on solid-phase properties would predict melting at the cusp density rather than at the IV. Entropy, relative to an ideal gas at the same density and temperature, for hard disks. The column headed Pade gives values from the approximant (9) in the text. The column headed single occupancy gives the result of numerical integration of the data listed in Table II is nearly independen t of N. As long as 11, does not depend on the number of particles one expects that S/L\'/< for an N-particle system lies above that for the infinite system by In(V/Nvj)/N. Our results at the highest densities studied, for both spheres and disks, followed this relation and ,ve could therefore extrapolate to N = 00. Our pressure data for spheres and disks appear in Tables I and II. The entropies, obtained by integra  tion, are given in Tables III and IV. Using the coexistence tie line determined in the preceding section one can calculate the entropy of the two-phase hard-sphere system between the densities of 0.667Po (all fluid) and 0.736po (all solid), In the pure fluid we used a Pade-approximant description of the hard-sphere system 30 ; . .50
FOR HARD SPHERES
3615 TABLE III. Entropy, relative to an ideal gas at the same density and temperature, for hard spheres. The column headed Pade gives values from the approximantQN(fluid) = (Ve/N) N A (1-0.11075186bP+O.00469232b 2p2 )j X exp [ -Tbp 1-0.42325186bp'+O.041308iObV .
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F1G. 4. The communal entropy (entropy due to the presence of density fluctuations) for one·, two-, and three-dimensional hard spheres. The communal entropy approaches zero at the solid side of the phase transition. For disks the solid-phase density chosen was 0.798 relative to the close-packed density. For spheres the solid-phase density is 0.736.
The entropies in the two·phase region and from (8) were then compared with the single-occupancy en tropies to obtain the hard-sphere communal entropy t:,S/Nk==(S-Sso)/J.Yk. The communal entropy is tabulated in Table III . The isotherms, both fluid and singte~occl1pancy, are shmm for spheres in Fig. 2 and for disks in Fig. 3 .
A comparison of the S70-disk isotherm 6 ,17 with the Pade-approximant equation of state for disks analogous to (8),
so The expressions (8) .and (9) were set up to reproduce the first· six virial coefficients for hard spheres and disks. Although the s~venth virialcoefficient is now known as well [F. H. Ree and W. G, Hoover, J. Chem. Phys. 46, 4181 (1967) ] the present expres sions are sufficiently exact for our purposes.
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-shows noticeable disagreement at densities higher than three-fourths of close packing. Without measurements on much larger systems it is not possible to guess whether (i) the Pade approximant gives a poor approxi mation to the fluid equation of state near the phase transition, or (ii) negative curvature is introduced into the finite hard-disk system isotherm by the nearby van der Waals loop, with the curvature going away and the agreement with the Pade approximant improving in larger systems. By analogy with the three dimensional system, where the Pade approximant seems useful all the way up to the freezing density, we have chosen to use the Pade approximant to represent the hard-disk fluid phase. The communal entropy so calculated for disks appears in Table IV . All of the communal entropy data for spheres and disks, as well as the analytic results for rods ll are plotted in Fig. 4 .
The most striking feature of our communal entropy results is the linearity of communal entropy with density. Up to about six-tenths of the close-packed density, the one-, two-, and three-dimensional systems all resemble one another closely. This suggests that in cell-model calculations a linear, rather than constant, correction term be added to simulate the effect of mRny body correlations.
IV. SUMMARY
Our calculations confirm the existence of a definite first-order phase transition for hard-sphere particles. This is in accord with the experimental evidence that the melting curve can be followed to pressures so high that attractive forces are negligible. The hard-sphere solid and fluid phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium over a density interval from O.667±O.003 to 0.736± 0.003 times the close-packed density, and at a pressure of (S.27±0.13)pokT. Because we have corrected our results to take into account the finite number of particles considered we expect the thermodynamic limit phase transition to lie within the stated coni'tdence limits. In this connection it is reassuring to see the good agreemen t between the en tropy we calculate in the hard-sphere solid and Salsburg's high-density cell cluster calculation of the hard-sphere entropy}1
The results for disks are less consistent with cell cluster theory. Our data combined with the high density dynamic data 1B suggest that the hard-disk entropy lies (O.OS±O.Ol)Nk above the Lennard-Jones Devonshire entropy near close packing. Using the Alder-Wainwright tie line instead, the prediction is 31 The most recent cell-cluster estimate for the hard-disk entropy near close packing is based on clusters containing up to five disks: (SDiob-SLJD)/Nk=0.0111 [Z. W. Salsbllrg, W. G. Rlldd, and F. H. Stillinger, Jr., J. Chem. Phys. 47,4534 (1967) ]. The most recent cell-cluster estimate for the face-centered hard-sphere entropy near close-packing includes clusters of up to three spheres: (SFCC-SLJD) /Nk = --0.2165 [Z. Salsburg (private communica tion of the results of a caleulation by Rudd, Salsburg, YLl, and Stillinger)].
(Cl.06±0.01)Nk. These two values disagree with the fifth-order cell-cluster31 prediction of (0.01±?) Nk. If one assumes that the many-body machine calculations are substantially correct one comes to the conclusion that the cell-cluster theory for some unknown reason converges better in three dimensions than in two.
Perhaps a clue to understanding this difference can be found in the variation of long-range order with dimensionality. A three-dimensional crystal has a fixed lattice within which the particles carry out small vibrations. On the other hand, in two dimensions cooperative modes allow large displacements at all densities; the entire lattice is less localized and particles collide more frequently with the cell walls. The in creased localization in three dimensions may be respon sible for the better convergence of the cell theories.
Although we considered only hard particles in these calculations, there is no reason to expect any difficulty in extending such calculations, at high temperature at least, to more complicated systems. At low temperature the Born-von Karman lattice-dynamics starting point would be better. In a dense fluid, the simplest approach is probably to calculate the constant-volume integral of (liT) dE from the high-temperature limit.
Our results suggest also that cruder calculations can be quite useful. In particular the finding that the communal entropy decreases almost linearly with density suggests a way to modify cell-model treatments of the liquid state.
Since the simple Lennard-Jones-Devonshire cell model with one particle moving in the field of its fixed neighbors provides a quick estimate of high-density thermodynamic properties, we would like to check the accuracy of that model. In the high-density limit, depending on the temperature, one expects a situation intermediate between purely harmonic forces and the purely anharmonic hard-sphere forces. A comparison of the cell-model predictions with the accurate many body results for spheres and harmonic oscillators is presented in Table V .B2 Ignoring low-temperature quantum effects, we conclude that the Lennard-Jones Devonshire entropy, in the solid phase, will lie within O.3Nh of the correct entropy.
